Unleashing Hardware Potential through Better OS Abstractions

Datacenter workloads have demanding performance requirements, including the simultaneous need for high throughput, low tail latency, and high server utilization. While modern hardware is compatible with these goals, modern operating systems remain a bottleneck. Better OS abstractions could significantly improve performance, yet deploying these abstractions has become intractable given the size and complexity of today's systems.

I will first discuss Dune, a kernel extension that allows OS developers to sidestep software and hardware complexity by running an OS within an ordinary Linux process. With Dune, developers can both access the capabilities of raw hardware and fall back on the functionality of a full Linux environment where convenient. I will then discuss IX and Shinjuku, two generations of new datacenter-focused operating systems that were enabled by Dune. IX provides a novel system call interface that greatly improves network throughput without sacrificing latency. For example, IX improves Memcached's TCP throughput by 5x over Linux. Shinjuku, an ongoing research effort, aims to significantly increase CPU utilization through a centralized approach to intra-server load balancing.
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